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Title: Gordon, H., Esq., Letters
Identifier/Call Number: C058870
Contributing Institution: Society of California Pioneers
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 1.0 folder2 handwritten letters
Date: 1850
Abstract: Folder contains 2 handwritten letters between H. Gordon and George W. Harrison. The first letter is from George W. Harrison, written on July 20th, 1850, demanding an apology from H. Gordon for using disrespectful language towards him. The second letter is written by H. Gordon (difficult to read), apologizing to Harrison for any offense he caused, which was written May 20th, 1850.
Scope and Contents note
Folder contains 2 handwritten letters between H. Gordon and George W. Harrison. The first letter is from George W. Harrison, written on July 20th, 1850, demanding an apology from H. Gordon for using disrespectful language towards him. The second letter is written by H. Gordon (difficult to read), apologizing to Harrison for any offense he caused, which was written May 20th, 1850.
Conditions Governing Access note
Collection is open for research.
Conditions Governing Use note
There are no restrictions on access.
Existence and Location of Originals note
Preferred Citation note
Immediate Source of Acquisition note
Gift of James H. Tennent, February 5th, 1929.
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